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Case Studies
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Free movement  / limited support Restricted movement  /  maximum support
Nothing currently available offers support with movement. Collars currently 
prescribed were developed for trauma (immobilisation) or short term head support
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Hard.
Hard.
Soft.
Tune and modify to adapt 
to users needs.
Medium.
Soft.
Medium.
Medium.
Soft.
Flexible fastenings aid 
rigidity of structure.
Weave effect structure allows for 
selective placement of flexible 
support inserts.
Velcro / other fastening.
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developmental work
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• List of suggestions not
problems
• Real public engagement
• Legacy of impacts
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Evaluation
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Activity prompt cards
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Thoughts and future directions
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• Our approach begins with lived 
experiences;
• People not just as service-users but 
human beings with feelings and wider 
goals (such as maintaining 
independence and dignity).
Designing for people not patients
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Designing with people
• Public and patient engagement is 
recognised as good practice in health 
and social care;
• Participation is about more than 
developing service it changes 
relationships
• Two benefits of Participatory Design
- Better services closer fit
- Democratic involvement = empowerment
• Need both for sustainable change
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Designing for Innovation
• Focus on solutions not problems, when 
situation is complex;
• Making is thinking
• Thinking through making
Having something to talk about and 
making that thing can help people explore 
what is important
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So……
designing
without
Designers?
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CREATION
PLAN DISCOVER CREATE DEVELOP REFINEDEFINE
IMMERSION REALISATION
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Kees Dorst (2011) ‘The core of design thinking and its application’,
Design Studies, 32 (6) 521-532
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The concept of ‘Cognitive Interaction’ 
- from ‘How designers work’ by Henrik Gedenryd
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Thank you
www.lab4living.org.uk
@Wolstenholme_d
Daniel.wolstenholme@sth.nhs.uk
@JoeLangley_
j.langley@shu.ac.uk
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